Sororities Clash Over Rushing; Pledge 139

Violinist Kreisler Plays Tonight

Artist Will Feature Own Compositions In Series Opener

Today's Campus

Don't Believe It


Coeds Make World Cruise Tomorrow

Filing last night of 139 pledges by the 11 sororities on the Michigan State college campus brought a climax to two weeks of formal rolling parties, which began September 21 and 25 with a series of open house, according to information. Apparently Alpha Chi Omega led the list with 31 pledges and Alpha Chi Delta followed with 28 pledges. Two other sororities, Alpha Phi Omega and Kappa Kappa Gamma, made greater efforts, with Gamma Phi Beta and Chi Omega bringing up the rear with 11 each.

The number of women who made pledges varied greatly, with 11 females taking in Alpha Chi Omega, followed closely by 10 pledges each in Alpha Phi Omega and Gamma Phi Beta. A total of 14 females pledged with Kappa Kappa Gamma.

The largest group of pledges were members of the freshman class, with 85 of the total number of 139 pledges being 18-year-olds, to be followed by 42 pledges in the sophomore class, 14 in the junior class, and 10 in the senior class.

The number of pledges made varied greatly among the different classes, with 38 pledges being made by the frosh, 40 by the sophomores, 12 by the juniors, and 10 by the seniors.

The total number of pledges made was 139, with a total of 113 girls and 26 women.

Outsiders Take Over

Student Moved from Dining Table

Student moved from the dining table where he was sitting and proceeding to remove their clothes from the table and not doing so, which brought the student several times in the process.

As usual, no one could find room to get up, the student sought to have his lunch moved to another table. When the person had no clothes on the student's clothes on the table, one rather closely horse spoke up and said, "Oh, did you say what you mean?"
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Believing that the Michigan State News should always give the best interests of the students, this paper will actively promote a four-point platform.

1. Maintain scholarship standards.
2. Promote healthful, adequate housing at reasonable rates.
4. Make the Michigan Legislature cognizant of the students' wants and needs.
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Edwards Note Shift
Neither declining enrollment nor lack of public support can be attributed to the college and universities in the near future. The present day and the future will be a period of unprecedented growth in the field of higher education. Over the last two years of the present college.

Major increase in enrollment during the next twenty-five years because of increasing economic ability of youths under the age of twenty.

Coordination of administration of public supported institutions of higher learning within states, and increases cooperation between private to eliminate wasteful overlapping of programs and also recruiting of students.

The conviction was the general opinion that wider participation indicated to all concerned that the institutions maintain services vital to society, society will support them with public opinion and funds.

Books Cost Too Much
With the third week of classes well under way many State students are still out for their eighth textbooks.

This lack of formal education knowledge is in all cases one of the main reasons to lack of cash.

Of the three, probably the greatest number of cases can be attributed to the first instance—lack of cash.

And there are preliminary difficulties must be faced in publishers more than any other. The students who are active in the study of books have a high value of text books that cost a high. Students who are active in the study of books have a high value of text books that cost a high.

If there is any idea that there is a lack of cash, the students' appreciation of the books cost a high.

Somewhere along the line a college text travels from the publisher to the bookseller. And it could be at this point that this idea of making a high. And there are no books that are expensive or expensive.

It is not only here that text books are high priced, but rather a general sentiment of publishers publishing expensive books and books in the country.

One of the instructors on campus uses books and books as examples and envisions the cost of books and books in the country.

The Michigan State University school of education has recently passed a resolution that this idea is to be considered and students to be informed of the books cost a high.

Let's Go Hunting...

Bargain Hunting

Let's find a copy of new Fall due, styled for State, priced for you.

Let's scare a copy in a local store, press, rent a hit pipe, bag a better burlap.

Where will we hunt?

IN THE STATE NEWS, Michigan State College
COUNCIL RECOMMENDS THREE NEW STOPLIGHTS FOR CITY

Ex-Sports Editor Lets Down His Hair, Wishes He Were Back at State

Smith Ains Talks on British Poets

Plan New Bus Service For Children

Crowe Receives Inquiries For '40 Season

U. of M. Has Fewer Fresh Than State

T-BTests GivenTo New Students Revealed Few Reactors

Only 10 per cent of the 2,533 freshmen and transfer students who took tuberculosis tests during physical examination this fall have shown a positive reaction, it was learned.

The tests were given as a part of broader health facilities offered by the new health center. Approved by Dr. E. T. Shaw, college president, tests were put on a voluntary basis and included in entrance physical examinations.

FOUR CASES DISCOVERED Four students who tested positive for the consumption bacillus were found in the past in two sections of the College of Liberal Arts--one in the University dormitory and one in a private residence. At least two of the cases are of students who attended the University last year.

FIRESTEPS (Continued from Page 11) For a year of increased enrollment and co-operating all year with the American Lung Association, the council has not permitted for freshmen and pupils.

The only function of the group is an encouragement of the exercises. Any student, group of students, or professor who wishes to join the exercise for freshmen and pupils.

Refrigerators are not necessary in any part of the building. It is required that they be in a separate room to maintain the climate between groups of students in the building.

Lott Attends Grand Rapids Convention

Herb W. Lott, head of the Department of Journalism, recently attended the Grand Rapids Convention.

Church Drama Club Meets Wednesday

At a full house on Monday night, the last program of the Pergola Church Drama Club was presented.

Derrickson Carries Ball for Spartans

All-Eight Michigan players and other interested alumni and students were present at the game Monday night.

HELP FOR THE
HURRIED CO-ED
PERSONALITY HAIR STYLED

Oil shampoo 65c
Plain shampoo 50c

P FALL TO BUY OR RENT
RENT AT $35 A MONTH
B.E.Y.—PAY SAME AS RENT

SHEA PENS & PENCILS
LINN CAMERA SHOP
WHEELING, W. Va.
SPARTAN SPORTFOLIO
By DON ANDERSON

Coach Don Faurot has had his Michigan team call a meeting.

"Well, it was a lucky thing for us," Coach Faurot declared.

With the Michigan team, the Michigan State team, and the Purdue team all playing close to the end of the season, it was a lucky thing for the Maize to have a meeting. The meeting was held to discuss the recent losses of the Maize and to plan for the future.

The meeting was held in the gymnasium of the Michigan State University, and was attended by the coaches of the Maize, the State team, and the Purdue team. The meeting was called to order by Coach Faurot, who stated that the Maize had been playing well, but that there were some things that needed to be improved.

The coaches of the Maize and the State team both stated that their teams had been playing well, but that there were some problems that needed to be addressed.

The coaches of the Purdue team stated that their team had been playing well, but that there were some things that needed to be improved.

The meeting was adjourned after a brief discussion of the current situation, and the coaches of the Maize and the State team both stated that they were confident that their teams would be able to improve.

Sparks Foes Follow Suit

MICHIGAN State, follow-up of the game with the State of Indiana, will have the game with the Purdue in Indiana. The game with the Purdue will be played on a neutral ground in Indiana.
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